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To make your car handle, design a suspension system, or just learn about chassis, you’ll find what you need here. Basic suspension theory
is thoroughly covered: roll center, roll axis, camber change, bump steer, anti-dive, ride rate, ride balance and more. How to choose, install
and modify suspensions and suspension hardware for best handling: springs, sway bars, shock absorbers, bushings, tired and wheels.
Regardless of the basic layout of your car—front engine/rear drive, front engine/front drive, or rear engine/rear drive—it is covered here.
Aerodynamic hardware and body modifications for reduced drag, high-speed stability and increased cornering power: spoilers, air dams,
wings and ground-effects devices. How to modify and set up brakes for maximum stopping power and handling. The most complete source of
handling information available. “Suspension secrets” explained in plain, understandable language so you can be the expert.
In the late 1990s, a little bay horse with four white socks and a blaze was born. Dubbed Fergus,” he has now traveled the world many times
over by print, web, and satellite, inspired a line of merchandise featuring his visage, and gained a fervently devoted following in the hundredsof-thousands on Facebook and through other social media outlets. Who is this horse and how can we explain his magnetism? What breed
does he represent and at which sport does he excel? What makes him so special? Fergus the Horse (Equus hilarious) is the creation of artist
Jean Abernethy, and the truth is, he is not meant to represent a particular breed, nor does he pursue one specific equestrian discipline.
Perhaps it is this generic quality of every man or woman's horse” that has led to his immense popularity. When fans write, Fergus reminds
me of my horse,' I cannot be paid a higher compliment,” says Abernethy. But while his familiarity may woo us, it is most likely his
expressiveness, honesty, charm, and of course that keen sense of humor that wins our hearts. Now, in recognition of Fergus' growing fan
club, Abernethy has brought together the backstory of Fergus the Horsehow he came to be, his early years, the history of his friends” and
support charactersand combined them with his greatest hits,” including the most-loved comic strips and cartoon moments, some rarely seen
sketches, and brand new additions created exclusively for this book. The result is a lively, colorful, highly illustrated treasury that will entertain
anyone with an eye for a horse and a need for a laugh.
Based on a true story, this action-packed tale will keep you on the edge of your seat. It's the story of a boy growing into his teenage years. He
becomes angry and a product of his environment. No one in his life would listen to his cries for help. Tommy Kaos had a life that was by no
means normal. So please...LISTEN TO THE CHILDREN...their lives are in your hands. With the proper guidance, they could be destined for
greatness!
What happened when America's richest car company, producing many thousands of cars per year, went head-to-head with Ferrari of Italy in
the mid ‘60s? This is the story of an unstoppable force coming up against the stubbornness of an immovable object – that is, Ford against
Ferrari. Enzo Ferrari, whose company produced fewer than four hundred cars per year in 1963, wasn’t going to bow to Ford after he had
turned down its offer to buy his company. The only place left to duke it out was on the racetracks of the world … and one in particular: Le
Mans ‘66.
Discusses the history, development, habits and care of Ragdoll cats. Includes photo diagram and general facts about cats.
In Day One, automotive journalist Marty Schorr recalls life on the front line in the classic muscle car era, thrashing brand-new cars that would
become collector vehicles. Most muscle-car books celebrate beautifully-restored vehicles surrounded by hard facts; Day One tells the real
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story from the point-of-view of one of the period’s most respected automotive journalists, Marty Schorr. For the first time in print, you’ll get a
unique perspective on what it was like to actually drive, race, and otherwise thrash what are some of today's most valuable collector cars.
CARS, the iconic magazine Marty wrote and edited didn't rely on industry advertising for revenue. Instead, the magazine made money the old
fashioned way, from newsstand sales, leaving it able to be honest and frank in its coverage of high-performance street cars. CARS magazine
reported on both Day stock and modified cars, cars the traditional magazines wouldn't touch, like the ultra-high-performance vehicles from
companies like Baldwin-Motion, Yenko Chevrolet, Nickey Chevrolet, Royal Pontiac, and Tasca Ford. Prepare yourself for Day One to cover
the most important cars of a given year, including: Pontiac’s 1962-1963 lightweight Super-Duty 421 street and Swiss Cheese models
Chevrolet’s 1963 big-block 427 Mystery Motor and ZL-1 Impala. Ford 1963 ½ 427/425 Galaxie fastback The 1964 Ramchargers The first
426 Street Hemi Cotton-Owens prepared Hemi Coronet A 1966 Olds Twin-Engined (850 cubic inches) Grant Toronado, currently owned by
Jay Leno A prototype 1966 Plymouth 426 Street Hemi Satellite One of two 427 SOHC Galaxies prototypes A ’67 Royal Bobcat GTO
Plymouth’s original ’68 Hemi Road Runner Hurst-built Plymouth & Dodge 1968 Hemi-Darts and Hemi-Cudas
The Complete Book of Pontiac GTO gives you a year-by-year, model-by-model exploration of the world's first muscle car, all in full color
photography, most of which has never been published. When Pontiac created the original muscle car—the GTO—it reshaped the automotive
world like a four-inch piston going through a three-inch cylinder bore. Everything changed the moment John Zachery DeLorean and his crew
of hot-rodding miscreants bolted a big engine into a smaller car and created the 1964 GTO. Make no mistake: DeLorean and his partners in
crime were genuine outlaws. The GTO broke so many of General Motors' corporate rules that the people responsible should have been fired.
And they would have been, except the car was a hit. The Complete Book of Pontiac GTO explores every iteration of the first car created
specifically for baby boomers. With rare photography from the archives of Hot Rod and Motor Trend magazines, this book is the complete
resource for fans of of the world’s first muscle car.

Uncover the captivating history of the highest-performace cars in America, illustrated with beautiful photography. The
American muscle car began not in the factories of the big three automakers, but in the garages and dealerships of a hotrod subculture bent on making the hottest, highest-performance cars on the street. The Complete Book of American
Muscle Supercars catalogs these amazing cars, along with the builders who unleashed them on the American scene.
From Michigan's Royal Pontiac dealership and the souped-up Royal Pontiac Bobcats they built and sold, to the new cars
from such fabled names as Carroll Shelby, Mr. Norm's Grand Spaulding Dodge, Nickey Chevrolet, Don Yenko, George
Hurst, Baldwin-Motion, Calloway, SLP, and Steve Saleen. This gorgeously illustrated book chronicles the outstanding
contribution of the tuner/builder to American automotive history through the amazing machines they created. From the
oldest of these muscle tuners commanding top dollar at today's classic-car auctions, to the latest vehicles by Ford and
Chrysler, with their SVT and SRT divisions, this book gives readers a full and fascinating look at American highperformance in its purest form.
Featuring unpublished period photographs, plus artwork from Ford designers, Ford Total Performance covers all of
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Ford's classic race and street cars, including Cobras and Shelby Mustangs, from 1961 to 1971.
The birth of the muscle car, mid-sized cars with big engines making big horsepower, marked not only a revolution in
performance?but also a revolution in marketing. For the first time ever, car manufacturers tailored their product to a youth
audience. The genre thrived in the 60s and early 70s and was reborn in the 21st century. The All-American Muscle Car
celebrates the fifty-year history of the breed through stunning modern and archival photography, and brilliant essays from
today?s top muscle-car writers. Organized by themes, its chapters cover the introduction and early years of muscle; the
cultural trends that made muscle cars so wildly popular; the pop culture that surrounded the cars in music, film, and
television; and racing, both legal and illegal. Great rivalries are detailed?Camaro versus Mustang versus Firebird versus
Challenger versus?Cuda, GTO versus Road Runner versus Super Bee versus Chevelle SS versus Buick Gran Sport
versus Oldsmobile 4-4-2, and the like. The book also explores the illogical extremes at the end of the classic era, the
Plymouth Superbirds, GTOJudges, LS6 Chevelles, Hemi?Cudas, W-30 Oldsmobiles, Ram Air IV Pontiacs, Stage I GSX
Buicks, and 440/6 Road Runners; the dark years and the death of performance; the rebirth of the muscle car; and the
modern interpretations of the breed including the new Camaro, Mustang, and Challenger.
Colorful retrospective begins with the affordable and fast SS350 launched in 1967 and continues through the 2000 model
year. Illustrated with immaculately restored and factory-original cars. Covers the Z/28, SS396, LT-1, IROC Z, and more.
Road & motor vehicles: general interest.
Images of America: Chevrolet: 1960-2012 is the second of a two-volume photographic history of Chevrolet, one of the
world's best-known automotive brands, symbolized by the bow tie emblem. From 1960 to 2012, the US auto industry and
Chevrolet experienced fundamental changes in their products and business plans. In the 50-plus years illustrated here,
two basic changes in the marketing of motor vehicles is evident: the rising proportion of trucks among all vehicles sold
and the incursion of European and Asian brands into the market. Even though the number of different Chevrolet
passenger car models tripled, total car sales for the brand fell. Chevrolet: 1960-2012 relates the year-by-year evolution of
the US auto business via what was once the largest-selling make.
The Complete Book of Chevrolet Camaro, 2nd Edition profiles every model of Camaro from 1967 to the start of the fifth
generation. See it all here. The Complete Book of Chevrolet Camaro, 2nd Edition continues the story of America's
premier performance car. In 2016, the sixth-generation Camaro rolled off production lines and roared onto America's
highways, earning best-in-class accolades from all over the performance spectrum. Renowned automotive photographer
and historian David Newhardt is here to tell the Camaro's story. This is a Camaro book like no other. The Complete Book
of Chevrolet Camaro, 2nd Edition covers the entire production history of Chevrolet's iconic muscle car, from the original
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concept car (codenamed Panther) to the latest and greatest sixth-generation vehicle. The Complete Book of Chevrolet
Camaro showcases every model of Camaro since 1967 in stunning detail, using original and GM archival photography as
well as insider interviews and technical specifications. The original model was developed to fight the Mustang in the
muscle car wars of the late 1960s; the second-gen cars became icons of American automotive styling in the 1970s; the
third-gen cars helped lead a muscle car renaissance in the 1980s; the refined fourth-gen cars continued to demonstrate
GM's prowess and engineering know-how through 2002; the fifth-gen Camaro brought back the iconic nameplate in
2010; and now the latest generation has debuted to rave reviews in 2016. This book also features all the production
vehicles, prototypes, show cars, anniversary editions, pace cars, and more from the vibrant Camaro culture.
"The COPO Camaro was ushered into existence in the late '60s by Chevrolet dealers who were installing big-block
engines in Camaros and taking them racing. Chevrolet management knew a good thing when they saw it and, tapping
into GM's Central Office Production Order (COPO) system, began to outfit stock Camaros with essentially Corvette
drivetrains. Then, upping the ante in 1969, Chevy built just 69 super-high-performance COPO Camaros with aluminumblock engines and they became instant classics. The result was a performance configuration that made history. Now,
more than four decades later, Chevrolet has recreated the magic by building 69 2012 COPO Camaros intended for
sportsman class drag racing competition. ... This behind-the-scenes story puts the new COPO Camaro into historical
context and provides specifications for every one of the 69 units created."--Publisher's description.
A Feast for Camaro Fans &break;&break;Even five years after the last one rolled off the assembly line, the Camaro
remains one of the most beloved cars ever built on U.S. soil. The Z/28, SS, Yenko, COPO, Berlinetta, IROC-Z - American
car buyers loved them all. From its arrival in 1967, the Camaro was always fast, fun, stylish and affordable, and continues
to be one of the most commonly collected, resorted, modified and raced vehicles on the road. &break;&break;In The
Story of Camaro, accomplished author John Funnell are ace photographer Jerry Heasley explore the colorful and fastmoving history of this legendary car. Together, Gunnell and Heasley provide all the facts, photos and insight that Camaro
lovers need in one great package. &break;&break;More than 200 fabulous photos &break;History, key technical
specifications, production information &break;Up-to-date collector pricing &break;Complete year-by-year options lists
&break;An inside look at the new 2006 Concept Camaro
In 1969, the Camaro with the SS package took Chevy Camaro performance and styling to another level. First, the
Camaro carried updated sheet metal for an aggressive and eye-catching appearance, and the ultra-high-performance
427 big-block engines were available for the first time. As history proved, 1969 was the pinnacle of performance and
styling for the first-generation Chevy Camaro. Author and muscle car expert Robert Kimbrough provides a
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comprehensive examination of the all-time classic 1969 Camaro SS in Volume No. 4 of CarTech's In Detail series. He
delves into the design, manufacturing, and equipment of Chevrolet's premier pony car. For the first time in its history, the
1969 Camaro SS had a full slate of high-performance small-blocks as well as big-blocks to conquer the competition on
the street and track. The engines included the 350, 375-hp 396, and 425-hp COPO 427 Camaros. The Camaro SS made
such an impression, that it became the Indy 500 Pace Car once again in 1969. All In Detail Series books include an
introduction and historical overview, an explanation of the design and concepts involved in creating the car, a look at
marketing and promotion, and an in-depth study of all hardware and available options, as well as an examination of
where the car is on the market today. Also included is an appendix of paint and option codes, VIN and build-tag
decoders, as well as production numbers.
A full-color gallery spanning the history of Chevy's great Camaro includes SS, RS, Z28, and Iroc-Z; Indy pace cars;
COPO, Yenko, Baldwin-Motion, and Nickey; police cars; model evolution and racing history; specifications, technical
notes, and index.
Elegant cover treatments enhance journals ] 160 lined pages ] 6-1/4" wide x 8-1/2" high (15.9 cm wide x 21.59 cm high) ]
Hardcover ] Archival/acid-free paper. Gold foil, embossed. Gorgeous design emulates a 16th-century binding of mystical
Persian poetry that featured lacquer painting with gold and pearl dust.
Carroll Shelby, legendary driving ace, race team owner, and designer of Shelby Cobra, Daytona, and Mustang GT350
classics is revered by automotive enthusiasts, yet little has been written about the last quarter century of Carroll Shelby’s
life. During that time Chris Theodore, VP at Chrysler and Ford, developed a close personal friendship with Carroll. The
Last Shelby Cobra chronicles the development of the many vehicles they worked on together (Viper, Ford GT, Shelby
Cobra Concept, Shelby GR1, Shelby GT500 and others). It is an insider’s story about how Shelby came back to the Ford
family, and the intrigue behind the five-year journey to get a Shelby badge on a Ford Production Vehicle. The author
provides fresh insight and new stories into Shelby’s larger-than-life personality, energy, interests and the many
unpublished projects Carroll was involved with, up to his passing. Finally, the book describes their unfinished project, the
Super Snake II Cobra, and the serendipitous circumstances that allowed to the author to acquire ‘Daisy,’ the last Shelby
Cobra. To his many fans, Carroll Shelby was truly ‘the most interesting man in the world.’
This is a detailed guide on how to install GM's popular LS small-block engines into just about any other vehicle, the most
popular conversion in the aftermarket today. Includes an overview of the Chevy LS series engine, technical details on
swapping transmissions, drivetrain, fuel system, wiring and ECU, exhaust and installation.
First introduced in 1985, this fifth edition of the Camaro White Book has been updated and expanded to include all Camaros from
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the first 1967s to the last models built in 2002. It includes thousands of Camaro facts, window-sticker prices, options and option
codes, exterior and interior colors and codes, production volumes, and compilations of those little details that make each model
unique. Presented in a precise, year-to-year format, this book puts real expertise at the fingertips of Camaro enthusiasts. This
latest Camaro White Book has increased from 128 to 160 pages and is nearly an inch taller, yet retains a convenient back-pocket
or glove box size.
Webster's Dictionary lists the term showman as "a notably spectacular, dramatic, or effective performer." In the art of drag racing,
Hubert Platt checked all boxes. Known as the "Georgia Shaker," Platt cut his motoring teeth on the long straightaways and twisty
back roads of South Carolina while bootlegging moonshine. After a run-in with the law in 1958, Platt transferred his driving skills
from illegal activity to sanctioned drag racing and began one of the most dominant runs in drag racing history until his retirement in
1977. After stints in 1957, 1938, and 1962 Chevrolets, Platt's next ride was a Z11 Impala, which carried his first "Georgia Shaker"
moniker. Once Chevrolet pulled out of sanctioned racing, Platt found a new home with Ford for 1964 and remained there until he
hung up his helmet. Some of the cars he campaigned became icons in their own right. His factory-backed and personal machines
included a 1963 Z11 Impala, 1964 Thunderbolt, 1965 Falcon, 1966 Mustang Funny Car, 1967 Fairlane 427, 1968-1/2 Cobra Jet,
1969 CJ Mustang, 1970 427 SOHC Mustang, and 1970 Boss 429 Maverick. A 1986 NHRA Hall of Fame member, Platt's lasting
legacy on the sport can’t be denied. Whether he was launching his Falcon with the door open, conducting a Ford Drag Team
seminar, or posting low E.T. at the 1967 US Nationals in his Fairlane, Platt's imprint on drag racing was all-encompassing. His son
and biggest fan, Allen Platt, shares his dad's iconic career in, Hubert Platt: Fast Fords of the "Georgia Shaker"!
Designer Peter Brock shares the story of how the stunning Shelby - De Tomaso P70 came to be. From the history of the Corvettes
and Cobras in the USRRC starting in the Fall of 1962 to the Can-Am era.
" Few authorities in the hobby could be counted on to provide this much entertainment in a single volume. Discover Kevin
Mackay'Äôs stories of finding and restoring valuable Corvettes, including the 1960 Briggs Cunningham Le Mans racer that took
first in class, Steve McQueen's 1966 Corvette, the 1967 Bounty Hunter racer, the 1968 Sunray DX #2 and #3, and chassis #003
from 1953. It's hard to imagine that a car with the racing pedigree of the Rebel Corvette could be neglected to the point of it being
lost. Winning the GT class at the 1972 12 Hours of Sebring wasn't enough to keep this car from becoming just another old wreck
out behind the shed. It was many years before Kevin Mackay came to rescue this prominent machine. If you like L88 Corvettes, no
one has bought and restored more of them than Kevin Mackay! Finding, documenting, restoring, and selling rare and valuable
Corvettes is one of Mackay's specialties. His business, Corvette Repair Inc., is considered the premier Corvette restoration facility
in the country. "
How to Restore Auto Upholstery John Martin Lee Create your own distinctive interior with step-by-step instructions from the
master! This detailed restorers guide covers leathers and fabrics, hand-stitching, headliners, doorliners, dashboards, carpeting,
bolsters and a whole lot more. Details equipment and techniques involved in achieving authentic results at home. Includes a list of
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retailers and clubs. Sftbd., 8 1/4x 1 3/4, 16 pgs., 244 b&w ill.
A legend in the car industry reveals the philosophy that's starting to turn General Motors around. In 2001, General Motors hired
Bob Lutz out of retirement with a mandate to save the company by making great cars again. He launched a war against penny
pinching, office politics, turf wars, and risk avoidance. After declaring bankruptcy during the recession of 2008, GM is back on track
thanks to its embrace of Lutz's philosophy. When Lutz got into the auto business in the early sixties, CEOs knew that if you
captured the public's imagination with great cars, the money would follow. The car guys held sway, and GM dominated with bold,
creative leadership and iconic brands like Cadillac, Buick, Pontiac, Oldsmobile, GMC, and Chevrolet. But then GM's leadership
began to put their faith in analysis, determined to eliminate the "waste" and "personality worship" of the bygone creative leaders.
Management got too smart for its own good. With the bean counters firmly in charge, carmakers (and much of American industry)
lost their single-minded focus on product excellence. Decline followed. Lutz's commonsense lessons (with a generous helping of
fascinating anecdotes) will inspire readers at any company facing the bean counter analysis-paralysis menace.
Covers the complete repair and restoration of the 1969 Camaro.
Introduced in 1997, the GM LS engine has become the dominant V-8 engine in GM vehicles and a top-selling high-performance
crate engine. GM has released a wide range of Gen III and IV LS engines that deliver spectacular efficiency and performance.
These compact, lightweight, cutting-edge pushrod V-8 engines have become affordable and readily obtainable from a variety of
sources. In the process, the LS engine has become the most popular V-8 engine to swap into many American and foreign muscle
cars, sports cars, trucks, and passenger cars. To select the best engine for an LS engine swap, you need to carefully consider the
application. Veteran author and LS engine swap master Jefferson Bryant reveals all the criteria to consider when choosing an LS
engine for a swap project. You are guided through selecting or fabricating motor mounts for the project. Positioning the LS engine
in the engine compartment and packaging its equipment is a crucial part of the swap process, which is comprehensively covered.
As part of the installation, you need to choose a transmission crossmember that fits the engine and vehicle as well as selecting an
oil pan that has the correct profile for the crossmember with adequate ground clearance. Often the brake booster, steering shaft,
accessory pulleys, and the exhaust system present clearance challenges, so this book offers you the best options and solutions. In
addition, adapting the computer-control system to the wiring harness and vehicle is a crucial aspect for completing the installation,
which is thoroughly detailed. As an all-new edition of the original top-selling title, LS Swaps: How to Swap GM LS Engines into
Almost Anything covers the right way to do a spectrum of swaps. So, pick up this guide, select your ride, and get started on your
next exciting project.
Haynes disassembles every subject vehicle and documents every step with thorough instructions and clear photos. Haynes repair
manuals are used by the pros, but written for the do-it-yourselfer.
Canada's automotive "Dr. Phil" says there's never been a better time to buy a new car or truck, thanks to a stronger Canadian
dollar, a worldwide recession driving prices downward, and a more competitive Japanese auto industry that's still reeling from a
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series of natural disasters.
From 1963 to 1974, muscle cars were the kings of the road--no other American automobiles have ever inspired as much passion
as these classic performance cars. Muscle Car Source Book is a one-stop resource for muscle car fans. Heavily illustrated with
vivid color photography of all the muscle cars from the classic era (1963-1974) and chock full of data and historical facts, this is a
reference book you will not want to put down! All of the manufacturers--Ford, Chevrolet, Pontiac, Buick AMC, Dodge, and
Plymouth--are covered, and so are the cars, including the Camaro, Mustang, Charger, GTO, and many more! Statistics: All the
performance data available for each car is presented in easily read tables. Specifications: Detailed specifications, including
horsepower and torque ratings, curb weight, fuel capacity, stock wheel and tire sizes, and other key technical data unique to each
model is given. Production numbers: Production information is broken down across all the performance variants and major
features. Options: Major performance options available for each car including engine options, comfort features, gauge packages,
and wheel-and-tire options are all outlined.
This step-by-step guide to rebuilding LT1 small-block Chevy engines includes sections on disassembly and inspection,
reconditioning the block and bottom end, reconditioning and rebuilding the cylinder heads, fuel injection systems, and exhaust.
The Chevrolet Camaro really needs no introduction to automotive enthusiasts. From its inception (along with the Firebird) in 1967,
the Camaro established a reputation that made its name a household word. Insanely popular on the street, successful in all forms
of competition, and a perennial best seller, over the past half-century the Camaro has cemented its status as an icon. The Camaro
did go on hiatus for an 8-year period, much to the chagrin of Chevrolet, but made a triumphant return in 2010 with the 5th Gen
models. Of course the new generation of Camaros is filled with the technology you would expect, including multiple trim versions
and a variety of engine packages. And of course, as capable as the new cars are, Camaro enthusiasts always want more. That’s
where this book comes in. Filling these pages is great step-by-step information on modifying your 5th Gen, including upgrade
instruction on brakes, suspension, rear axles, intake and exhaust, cooling, fuel systems, transmissions, LS engine mods,
superchargers, turbochargers, ECM tuning, aftermarket EFIs, and more. There is fierce competition on the street for modern
muscle supremacy. With Camaro 5th Gen 2010-2015: How to Build and Modify you can keep your Camaro ahead of the
competition.
Even before the heyday of Von Dutch and Big Daddy, the ultimate way to personalize your car or motorcycle was to lay some
wicked lines on top of the paintwork. Done with a steady hand and an eye for style, pinstripes speak volumes. In How to Pinstripe,
acclaimed veteran striper Alan Johnson teaches you everything you need to know to get started, to further your mastery of the
form, or to simply understand how a good design comes together. Following a primer on the history and evolution of pinstriping,
this book launches into a step-by-step guide to the pinstriping process--from choosing paint and brushes that suit your style and
abilities, to preparing surfaces, experimenting with symmetrical and asymmetrical designs, striping freehand, and using grids and
patterns. While stressing the importance of finding your own style and having fun with the hobby, Johnson also explains the basics
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of color theory and unique considerations for antique and classic cars, hot rods and customs, and motorcycles. For more
advanced pinstripers, theres also tried-and-true advice on apprenticing and working car shows. Illustrated with color photography
throughout, How to Pinstripe is the perfect source for beginners and veterans alike.
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